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Abstract 

Building a large-scale system often involves cre- 
ating a large knowledge store, and as these grow 
and are maintained by a number of individuals, er- 
rors are inevitable. Exploring databases as a spe- 
cialization of knowledge stores, this paper stud- 
ies the hypothesis that descriptive, learned models 
can be prescriptively used to find errors. To that 
end, it describes an implemented system called 
CARPER. Applying CARPER to a real-world 
database demonstrates the viability of the ap- 
proach and establishes a baseline of performance 
for future research. 
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Introduction 
Building a large-scale expert system often involves cre- 
ating and extending a large knowledge base over the 
course of many months or years. For instance, the 
knowledge base of the XCQN (Rl) expert configura- 
tion system [Bachant and Soloway, 19891 has grown 
over the past 10 years from 300 component descrip- 
tions and 750 configuration rules to 31,000 component 
descriptions and 10,000 rules [Barker and O’Connor, 
19891. As knowledge stores like these grow and are 
maintained by a number of individuals, errors are in- 
evitable; new individuals are unfamiliar with prior en- 
coding conventions, any attempt to comprehend the 
details of the knowledge store as a whole are thwarted 
by its size, and the popular method of copy-edit adds 
entries that propagate errors. 

Databases are a special case of knowledge stores and 
are widely used. For instance, XCON’s component 
descriptions are represented in a database, where at- 
tributes describe the one or more entries per compo- 
nent. Errors in databases range from relatively obvious 
typographical and mathematical errors to subtle usage 
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of legal but incorrect attribute values. In this paper 
I describe a system called CARPER that learns meta 
knowledge, or models, of how attributes are used to de- 
scribe entries in a database and then uses these models 
to detect inconsistencies. After reviewing the state of 
database learning, I describe the system’s architecture 
and its embedded learning methods and present results 
from applying it to part of XCON’s database. 

Recently, there has been considerable interest in em- 
ploying learning in the context of databases. Roughly, 
the interactions fall under the headings of data capture, 
query optimization, and consistency checking, though 
in many cases the same learning methods serve multi- 
ple purposes. Data capture is concerned with convert- 
ing external representations into a consistent and com- 
plete form suitable for machine use. Researchers have 
studied this task in deductive databases, where an in- 
ference engine uses domain knowledge to implement a 
virtual extension of the database, and in pattern com- 
pletion, where methods learn and apply a function that 
maps from known to unknown details [Hinton and Se- 
jnowski, 1986]. 

By far, the greatest effort to date has been invested 
in applying learning to query optimization, to improve 
response speed, data accessibility, and response per- 
spicuity. Speed issues are typically addressed by re- 
ordering conjuncts, caching responses, and restructur- 
ing the representations underlying the database. To 
improve the accessibility, researchers have recently be- 
gun applying learning to the task of reminding the user 
of previous entries given a new entry or query. One 
approach uses a case-based method that compresses 
old entries into a new, abstract one using a nearest- 
neighbor-like method [Fertig and Gelernter, 19891. 

Researchers have also studied how to improve the 
perspicuity of responses in information and traditional 
database retrieval. The aim of the former to improve 
recall and precision of retrievals; inductive learning 
methods have been used to modify the keywords as- 
sociated with documents and users in response to user 
feedback [Belew, 1987, Brunner and Korfhage, 19891. 
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In the latter context of traditional database retrieval, 
researchers have focused on providing intensional an- 
swers to queries. For instance, [Shum and Muntz, 19891 
formally derive a constructive definition of a minimal, 
abstract response given properties of taxonomy of do- 
main terms. Their method uses an analog of the min- 
imum description length principle to decide between 
answering a query with a list of individuals or with 
a counterfactual statement expressed using abstract 
terms. In a complementary line of research, [Chen 
and McNamee, 19891 use CART trees to estimate the 
number of entries that exhibit a particular property 
(i.e., the cardinality of a set) and the value of numeric 
attributes. This summary information can speed pro- 
cessing by simplifying the evaluation of query condi- 
tions. 

Some queries, however, cannot be answered by direct 
look-up in the database, because individual values are 
missing or there is no corresponding attribute (or com- 
bination of attributes) in the database. For example, 
a doctor may wish to know which symptoms (repre- 
sented as attributes in a database of patient records) 
indicate whether a treatment will be effective or not. In 
many ways, this is the simplest incarnation of learning 
in databases: the learning method uses a database as 
a set of examples from which to do induction. For in- 
stance, [Kaufman et al., 19891 uses a suite of learning 
methods (e.g., characterization, discrimination, clus- 
tering, function learning, . . . ) which users may invoke 
to answer their questions. [Blum, 19821 presents a 
more sophisticated and autonomous approach in which 
simple statistics identify possibly interesting correla- 
tions. To test these, background knowledge is used to 
eliminate possible confounding factors, and if subse- 
quent statistics indicate a true correlation, the finding 
is reported and included in the knowledge store of con- 
founds. 

In addition to data capture and query optimization, 
learning researchers are beginning to address issues of 
database consistency. At one end of the spectrum, 
[Li and McLeod, 19891 propose a database which ad- 
dresses consistency with a sophisticated vocabulary of 
types and relations between attributes; users can in- 
voke heuristics to learn new entity definitions and cate- 
gories by rote and to relaxing typing in response to new 
representational demands. The system autonomously 
offers advice on where to strengthen typing. Others 
have proposed systems based on flexible consistency 
checking [Parsaye et ad., 19891, introducing the notion 
of ifiadded predicates which specify acceptable con- 
ditions for new attribute values. This type of meta 
information can be learned. For instance, [Parsaye et 
al., 19891 describes a system that inductively learns 
certainty factor, propositional rules that map from 
observed values of database attributes to another at- 
tribute. These rules encode meta knowledge about the 
relationships between attribute values, and by includ- 
ing them as if-added predicates, the system as a whole 

is dynamically constructing highly-specific and poten- 
tially powerful constraints. 

CARPER addresses database consistency in a sim- 
ilar manner, namely applying an inductive learning 
method to build meta knowledge about the relation- 
ships between attribute values and then using that 
knowledge prescriptively to identify inconsistencies in 
database entries. The approach offers a low mainte- 
nance, high utility consistency system which may be 
applicable even in poorly understood domains. 

The Architecture 
CARPER is an extensible system designed to find in- 
consistencies in databases. Central to the operation 
of CARPER are attribute models that capture how 
values are used to describe entries. For instance, a 
simple model might specify that the power consumed 
by a component should be an integer greater than or 
equal to zero. A more specific model might specify 
that power consumption is either 0 or between 15 and 
40 watts. An even more specific model might spec- 
ify that power consumption should be 20 watts if the 
component draws 3700 milliamps from a 5 volt power 
supply and 125 milliamps from a 12 volt power sup- 
ply. CARPER allows the user to specify models, and 
it supplements these with models it learns by studying 
entries in the database. CARPER detects problems in 
the database by applying attribute models to database 
entries and generating predictions. If a particular en- 
try violates a prediction, CARPER raises an alarm. 

Figure 1 depicts the overall organization of 
CARPER. Some initial, definitional models are con- 
structed by applying a simple YACC parser to the 
Scribe source of the Datubuse Dictionary, a Digi- 
tal Corp. document that describes XCON’s database. 
These models constraint the domain and range of each 
of XCON’s attributes. More specific models may also 
be encoded by hand (though none currently are). 

Database LEARNER c Models 

Figure 1: Schematic of Carper’s Architecture. Boxes 
denote processes, and ovals denote data. Arrows indi- 
cate the source and sink of each type of data. 

CARPER also uses inductive learning methods to 
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extract models of attribute use directly from entries in 
the database. These descriptive models are filtered by 
a rationalization process that takes into account knowl- 
edge about how components are likely to change over 
time (e.g., the average access time of disk drives tends 
to decrease) as well as meaningful differences (e.g., be- 
ing off by one in BTUs is insignificant, but being off by 
one in the number of slots required by a set of boards 
is worth attending to). At present, this knowledge is 
sparse and simply encodes the percent increase and/or 
decrease that may be expected for numerically-valued 
attributes. The resulting models are more tolerant of 
variations in entry descriptions and partially compen- 
sate for the strict reliance of learning methods on past 
regularities. 

CARPER applies the given and learned models pre- 
scriptively to find inconsistencies in database entries. 
Specifically, for a given entry, for each of its attributes, 
CARPER first applies the given models. If a predic- 
tion is violated, CARPER raises an alarm, prints some 
summary information, and goes on to check the next 
attribute of the entry. Otherwise, CARPER applies 
the learned models, reporting any violated predictions. 

This simple model for checking a new entry’s at- 
tribute values may also be used to find inconsistencies 
in entries already in the database. Simply remove each 
existing entry one at a time from the database, red- 
erive any learned models, and check the entry as if it 
were new. In the experiments reported below, this is 
how CARPER checked entries from XCON’s database. 
While not as comprehensive as a complete sequential 
reconstruction or a subset checking approach, it is ap- 
plicable in situations where edit traces are not avail- 
able, and it appears to be useful. 

The Learning Methods 
CARPER currently uses two inductive methods to 
learn models for each attribute in the database. The 
first is quite simple; it merely records all the values 
previously used for this attribute. For numerically- 
valued attributes, this information specifies a range of 
expected values in new entries. For nominally-valued 
attributes, it specifies a list of viable alternatives. 

If simple range models do not indicate any inconsis- 
tency, CARPER uses an inductive method for learn- 
ing from examples to construct additional models, 
where other entries are examples, and the classes to be 
learned are the values of the attribute being checked. 
In the absence of any information to the contrary, all 
other attributes may be in prediction. However, the 
user may indicate a coarse, determination-like relation- 
ship between the attributes by assigning them to one 
or more attribute groups. Attributes within a group 
may be used to predict others. 

Using learned models to predict the value an at- 
tribute should have effectively relies on the assump- 
tion that the attribute values exhibit some sort of re- 
dundancy or inter-correlation. If this is not the case, 

inductive methods can only construct random models. 
While one might suppose that databases are designed 
from the outset to be minimal and non-redundant 
encodings of information, this is not the case with 
XCON’s component database. For instance, Figure 2 
depicts a number of first-order correlations between 
values of the numerical attributes that characterize 
Digital’s cabinets. 

AAA AAA 

A A&&, 

CABLE-LENGTH-B1 * . 
CONNECTIONS-SUPPO * 
DEPTH 
DISK-SLOTS-AVAILABLE 
FLOOR-RANK 
FRONT-SERVICE 
HEIGHT 
MAX-ASYNC-LINES A . .A 
NUMBER-OF-POLES A A A 

PANEL-SPACE-AVAILABLE A A A 

PHASE %.f% A 
POWER-CABLE-LENGTH A h AA 

POWER-CONSUMPTION A A&&J 
REAL-VOLTAGE A 

VOLT-AMPS A 
WEIGHT 
WIDTH 

Figure 2: Correlations between numerical attributes 
describing cabinets. Triangles denote significant cor- 
relations, upward is positive, larger covers more data, 
and darker is stronger. 

Learning from examples in CARPER 
As an initial research strategy, CARPER uses a variant 
of 64 [Quinlan, 19871 to generate models that are ex- 
pressed as Prolog rules. C4 is an efficient and robust in- 
ductive method for learning from examples. It initially 
constructs a decision tree to discriminate between ex- 
amples from different classes, and then it converts the 
tree into a set of production rules. To construct a tree, 
C4 applies an information-theoretic evaluation func- 
tion to heuristically select the single most discrimina- 
tive attribute. This serves as the root of the tree, and 
C4 constructs a branch for each possible value of this 
attribute. The examples are then partitioned accord- 
ing to their value for this attribute, and the process is 
recursively repeated at each subtree until either there 
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are no more attributes to test or until all examples are 
of the same class. (Some decision tree learning meth- 
ods use a pruning heuristic to stop tree construction 
when the examples cannot be reliably discriminated.) 
To convert the tree into a set of rules, C4 constructs 
an initial rule for each leaf in the decision tree. The 
conditions of the rule are the attributes tested along 
the path from the root to the leaf together with their 
corresponding values. The action of the rule is the 
most common class of the leaf. Each rule is individu- 
ally pruned by iteratively testing the rule without each 
of its conditions. If its performance is not significantly 
worse, then the rule is simplified. The set of rules as 
a whole are also pruned by iteratively testing the rule 
set without each of its rules. 

CARPER makes four modifications to the above sce- 
nario. First, pruning a rule set can introduce order de- 
pendencies between the rules, and this can make un- 
derstanding one rule a function of the structure of oth- 
ers. Because rules are used to help explain a database 
discrepancy to the user, CARPER prunes individual 
rules but drops the rule set pruning step of C4. 

Second, C4 is designed to build a set of rules that 
characterize all possibilities. Because CARPER gener- 
ates rules to check a specific database entry, it recur- 
sively builds subtrees only for the values that corre- 
spond to the entry being checked. On XCON’s proces- 
sors, this simple optimization reduces the number of 
test-example comparisons by 39% (from 41M to 25M), 
the number of times the evaluation function must be 
computed by 37% (from 602K to 376’20, and the total 
learning time (on a Sun 4) by 40% (from 2.4 to 1.4 
days). 

Third, C4’s evaluation function is inappropriately 
biased in favor of attributes with large numbers of val- 
ues. One solution is to use a number of binary-valued 
tests to encode the possible values of each attribute, 
putting all possible tests on the same ground. This 
is the default strategy for dealing with numerically- 
valued attributes (e.g., watts-drawn < 5), but it has 
been criticized as a strategy for dealing with nominally- 
valued attributes because it may make the intermedi- 
ate decision tree unreadable. However, the final output 
in either case is a set of rules whose conditions specify 
a single value for an attribute. If it were computation- 
ally possible, considering a binary test for each possible 
subset of the attribute’s values would probably yield 
the most concise rules. 

Fourth, [Fayyad and Irani, 19911 outlines a refine- 
ment for binarizing numerically-valued attributes, not- 
ing that C4’s evaluation function will always prefer a 
test that falls between two classes to one that separates 
examples from the same class. Extending this idea 
slightly, CARPER effectively enumerates the binary 
tests corresponding to all possible subsets of a nomi- 
nal attribute’s value and then only considers those that 
separate examples from different classes. Specifically, 
for each value of an attribute, CARPER collects the 

classes of examples with that value. By examining the 
set of classes each value is associated with, it combines 
values which map into the same set of classes (cf. Ta- 
ble 1). Discriminating between these values does not 
further partition example classes. The resulting value 
combinations serve as a set of binary-valued tests. On 
XCON’s processors, this method reduces the number 
of tests by 57% from an average of 1,004 to 412. 

Table 1: Binarizing a nominally-valued attribute A. 

NOMINAL VALUES vi vj Vk VI 
EXAMPLE CLASSES C, Cb Cb Cb 

cb cc cc 

BINARY TESTS 
EXHAUSTIVE DEFAULT HEURISTIC 
i = IGi>>>;F{ A = Vi A = {Vi} 

. . 
A : (V::V;;V,} 

A = Vj 
A = Vk: 

A = {Vi,Vj} A = VI 

Fourth, C4’s control structure builds a single tree, al- 
ways selecting the single most discriminating attribute 
to test. If there is a tie between two possibilities, C4 
chooses randomly. Figure 3 depicts histograms of C4’s 
evaluation function applied to four attribute model 
learning problems (drawn again from XCON’s proces- 
sors). Both Distribution 1 and Distribution 2 indicate 
that the problem of ties may be more widespread than 
previously anticipated. This arbitrary preference for 
one attribute over another may result in attribute mod- 
els that both miss existing database errors and falsely 
alarm on correct entries (cf. Table 2). CARPER fol- 
lows a simple approach that eliminates this arbitrary 
selection and minimizes the number of false alarms 
by constructing attribute models that use each of the 
highly evaluated possible tests, in effect creating multi- 
ple trees instead of one. All tests that are above a fixed 
percentile (95% in all the results presented here) are 
used to construct a redundant set of rules. (This is sim- 
ilar to an approach used by [Buntine, 19891.) Because 
this may lead to a large number of rules, CARPER 
also imposes a small constant bound on the number 
of tests that may be selected at any choice point (3 
in the results here). When these redundant (and po- 
tentially contradictory) rules are used to predict an 
entry’s value for an attribute, all predictions are taken 
as equally valid, and CARPER only raises an alarm 
if the entry’s value is not among them. Together with 
the policy of constructing only rules that correspond to 
values of the entry being checked, this results in about 
the same number of test-example comparisons, a 4% 
savings in the number of times the evaluation func- 
tion must be computed, and a 16% savings in the total 
learning time. Even with the additional rules, the 16% 
savings is reflected in total checking time as well. 
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Figure 3: Histograms plotting the distribution of eval- 
uation scores for tests in four model learning subtasks. 
Larger values (to the right) are preferable. 

Table 2: Checking situations when both the attributes 
tested and the attributes predicted by a model may be 
in error. 

PREDICTING TESTING ATTRIBUTE 
ATTRIBUTE CORRECT ERROR 
CORRECT No Alarm False Alarm 

False Positive 
ERROR Alarm Missed Error 

False Negative 

Initial Results 
CARPER has been used to check XCON’s database 
entries, and in this section I present results from ap- 
plying it to check XCON’s processors. The processors 
comprise one of 33 classes (others being printers, disk 
drives, cabinets, etc.) and are characterized by 41 at- 
tributes specifically defined for them and 44 more at- 
tributes defined for all classes. The attributes include 
nominally and numerically-valued attributes as well as 
three additional types: context-sensitive, list, and re- 
lational attributes. The latter two encode repetitious 
structures and relations between database entries, and 
account for 5 and 2 of the 85 attributes, respectively. 
To date, CARPER simply ignores these attributes. 
It does however, recode the nine context-sensitive at- 
tributes into nominally-valued attributes. These are 
first-order predicate calculus attributes which encode 
conditional properties of the components depending on 
the overall computing system being configured. A com- 

mon example is the attribute denoting whether the 
component is sold as a single component or part of 
some larger package, and the value is conditioned on 
both the CPU and its operating system. Each instance 
of these predicate statements is reified into a proposi- 
tion. It is not yet clear whether this simplifying step 
is appropriate. 

For each processor, CARPER first checks its def- 
initional models; these are based on the attribute’s 
class definition (effectively its domain), its range, and 
whether or not it must have a value. The first 
two items of information are taken from the on-line 
Database Dictionary, and the third is provided by 
XCON’s developers. Of the 4,338 attribute-values in 
the 87 processors, CARPER identifies 37 (1%) that 
violate definitional models. If the definitional models 
are satisfied for a particular entry, CARPER checks 
its simple range models. These models enumerate pre- 
viously observed values as well as whether range or 
membership checking is more appropriate. CARPER 
identifies 93 attribute-values (2%) that violate range 
models. If both the definitional and simple range mod- 
els are satisfied, CARPER consults the third, learning- 
from-examples model generated by the C4-like learn- 
ing method described in Section . CARPER identifies 
210 attribute-values (5%) that violate models that are 
learned by selecting the single best test. If redundant 
models are instead learned by selecting a number of 
good tests, CARPER identifies 131 alarms (3%)) or 
approximately 38% fewer. 

To get an idea of the utility of these alarms, 7 XCON 
developers examined CARPER’s output for 20 pro- 
cessors drawn randomly from those with one or more 
alarm. Each alarm was rated as either being useful, 
useless, or unknown. The former include alarms that 
identify actual errors in database entries as well as 
those that point out inconsequential but real incon- 
sistencies. For instance, XCON’s rules automatically 
convert a value of NIL into either 0 or 1 if a numeri- 
cal value is required in a rule’s computation. Alarms 
from CARPER indicating that 0 was expected instead 
of NIL are counted as useful. 

The XCON developers rate all of the definitional and 
range model alarms as useful. Of the 79 alarms raised 
on these 20 processors by models learned by select- 
ing the single best test, 26 are rated as useful, 49 as 
useless, and 7 as unknown, yielding a hit rate of 49- 
57%. Learning redundant models raises the hit rate 
to 63-76% with 49 alarms, 19 useful, 25 useless, and 
5 unknown, sacrificing 27% of the useful alarms for 
a savings of 43-46% of useless alarms. Table 3 sum- 
marizes these results. These results are surprisingly 
good given that this instantiation of CARPER uses 
meager knowledge to build definitional models and a 
relatively generic learning from examples method to 
build its learned models. 
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Table 3: CARPER’s alarms and their rating by XCON 
developers. 

LEARNING USEFUL USELESS UNK TTL 
Single test 26 46 7 79 
Redundant 19 25 5 49 

Observations 

These results demonstrate the viability of CARPER’s 
general describe-prescribe paradigm. On the whole, 
XCON’s developers are encouraged by the output from 
this initial version, but there is considerable room for 
improvement. Specifically, CARPER makes explicit 
use of the notion of the class of a database entry, learn- 
ing models from only one class at a time. Because 
CARPER frequently false alarms (21 of 46 times) on 
two attributes that are known to be closely related a 
special subclass attribute, this indicates two new di- 
rections. First, CARPER’s checking framework needs 
to be extended to naturally accommodate other ex- 
plicit restrictions on which entries to use in learning 
models. Second, restrictions delimit subsets of en- 
tries that share additional attribute values but vary 
on others in systematic ways. This is particularly true 
of the subclass attribute, where all entries in a par- 
ticular subclass correspond to the same basic mecha- 
nism packaged in different ways to adhere to power and 
containment environments. This information could be 
of considerable use in checking entries and should be 
learnable by inductive methods. 

CARPER has been presented in the context of a 
specific database, but its methods are generally de- 
signed to be domain independent and extensible by 
domain specific knowledge. Although it can operate 
without any domain knowledge, early experiments in- 
dicated that this leads to unacceptably poor output, 
and the results presented here confirm the hypothesis 
that additional knowledge of the general checking task 
and the specific database may lead to substantially im- 
proved performance. 
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